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        The Snom UC600 IP Phone has a 2 Line 16 Characters Main LCD
Snom UC600 IP Phone Datasheet
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        The Snom UC600 includes the following features:Features: Two-line backlit LCD displayRedial key, flash key, delete keyVolume controlMicrophone mute key; Headset key; Speakerphone keyPresence/status lightOptimized for Microsoft LyncThe Snom UC600 is a traditional phone that is designed to make PC calls. It has a lot of features that are important for day-to-day calls and communication. The Snom UC600 also provides easy plug and play via an integrated USB cable. The Snom UC600 is by default fully optimised for Microsoft Lync and immediately adopts the registration information of Lync communicatorThe Snom UC600 is equipped with a lot of user-friendly business features and functions that can be accessed using a two-line backlit LCD display. The LCD display indicates your online status, your incoming caller ID and time in your time zoneAlong with standard phone features it has a lot of advanced features such as a status light that displays your presence status in order to effectively direct calls. There are a lot of keys on the Snom UC600 that make the use of this phone very easy such as redial, flash and delete keys, a speakerphone and headset keys, volume control and a microphone mute keyThe high definition audio provides premium audio telephony while eliminating noise and echoes in the communication and delivers excellent voice quality. The speakerphone and headset offer a convenient hands-free opportunity for effectively carrying out your office work. Increasing the productivity of your organisation by using the Snom UC600 and streamlining the communicationThe best thing about the Snom UC600 is that it has the interface of a traditional phone rather than a complicated set of keys and display icons. Hence it is easy to use and anybody in an office can use the Snom UC600. It facilitates call handling from phone to PCThis phone gives small businesses and enterprise a functional and affordable option for making PC calls and using the phone in coordination with Microsoft LyncSnom has great features it offers the ability to dial and execute telephone calls from a PC as well as from the keypad in a more easy and traditional way. It is one of the most efficient and cost effective Lync dedicated desktop phones in the marketThe Snom UC600 provides an optimal end user experience, simple deployment, easy installation, better call management and good communication. The Snom UC600 is an ideal set for a small sized organisation

For further SNOM UC600 features please click here

For the SNOM UC600 user manual click here





                

                                            
                    
                        More Information                    
                

                
                        
        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Connectivity	USB
	Main LCD	2 Line 16 Characters
	Power Options	USB
	HD Voice	No
	Speakerphone	Yes
	Headset Interface	RJ-22
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